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15-MC-5 complexes associate in the solid state to form chiral
compartments capable of binding guests. Using small molec-
ular yardsticks, we are able to assess the size restrictions of
these structures. Dicarboxylate guests that are too short to
span the GdIII ions are stabilized by solvates that hydrogen
bond to the uncoordinated carboxylate, while guests that are

Introduction
In 1989, we described the concept of building metalla-

macrocycles[1–3] using the metallacrown analogy.[4] These
early analogs of crown ethers,[5,6] which have M–N–O con-
nectivity instead of the O–C–C repeat unit of a crown ether,
were often planar, containing a site for cation binding in a
central cavity and a surface upon which anions could be
appended.[7,8] Subsequently, chiral 15-MC-5 complexes,[9]

adorned with aromatic groups, were shown to form molecu-
lar compartments[10–13] in the solid state. These compart-
ments are reminiscient of the cryptatoclathrates described
by Saalfrank.[14] Metallacrowns made exclusively with (R)-
or (S)-phenylalaninehydroxamic acid form metallamacro-
cycles having a hydrophobic face surrounded by five benzyl
groups that generate a cavity for a guest and a much less
sterically encumbered hydrophilic face.[15] Previous solution
studies have demonstrated that these 15-MC-5 structures
are stable in solution when LnIII ions are present.[7,9,16]

When crystals are grown from water, the phenyl groups
from the two metallacrowns contact one another like two
folded hands, hence we call this form the hands structure.
In contrast, crystals prepared from methanol/water mix-
tures lead to a different “polymorph” in which the metallac-
rowns form helices with microporous channels rather than
compartments.[17] In the hands polymorph, the hydro-
phobic faces of two metallacrowns associate, forming a
compartment in which a guest is sequestered.[11,13] Of sig-
nificant interest, aliphatic carboxylates are generally ex-
cluded from this compartment and bind solely to the hydro-
philic face of the metallacrowns while, in contrast, aromatic
carboxylic acids can be confined within this aromatic rich
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too long destroy the weakly associated structure. We also
demonstrate that all that is required for guest encapsulation
is unsaturation of the chain connection carboxylates rather
than necessitating the presence of aromaticity.
(© Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, 69451 Weinheim,
Germany, 2007)

environment.[11,13] Thus, succinate or adipate have never
been observed within the compartment, whereas
terephthalate binds to this site preferentially.

Discussion and Results

The ability to exploit the size and chemical nature of or-
ganic dicarboxylates to discriminate guest binding is a de-
sirable design concept. We have been interested in assessing
whether an aromatic ring is an essential feature allowing
access of the guest into the compartments hydrophobic cav-
ity or whether simple unsaturation within the backbone is
sufficient for cavity recognition.

Furthermore, we felt that it was prudent to use rigid
molecules of varying length as molecular yardsticks that
would determine to what extent the cylinder’s long axis
could be stretched in order to accommodate a dicarboxylate
guest. In this report, we demonstrate that the presence of
even one double bond allows the guest to insert within the
compartment. We also show that when phenylalaninehy-
droxamic acid is used to form the host, there is a narrow
range of acceptable lengths for guests to span the compart-
ment.

We have chosen the well characterized Gd(NO3)3[15-
MCL-pheHA-5][11] as our host for these studies and we se-
lected four different guest molecules (Scheme 1) to deter-
mine which physical properties of guests are required for a
good fit within the compartments. Because carboxylates
may bind to metals in an endo,exo or bidentate manner,[18]

we have provided lengths for these molecules which are
measured between the carboxylate carbon atoms rather
than to the oxygen atoms. All four compounds have double
bonds as well as carboxylate moieties at each end resulting
in their binding to the gadolinium of each metallacrown
toward the hydrophobic face.[19–22]
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Scheme 1. Guest molecules bound to hydrophobic site of metalla-
crown (3: trans,trans-muconate, 4: 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate).

By using X-ray diffraction studies, we observed that the
terephthalate and trans,trans-muconate guests (with C–C
bond lengths of 5.8 Å and 6.3 Å, respectively) connect two
metallacrowns across the hydrophobic faces.[23] Each of the
carboxylate groups bind to the GdIII in an endo,endo-1,3-
bidentate fashion. These structures are shown in Figure 1.
The Gd–Gd distances between the two metallacrowns are
ca. 11.6 Å for both the muconate and terephthalate struc-
tures (Figure 2 and Table 1). Furthermore, the two metall-
acrowns are stacked nearly on top of one another with only
a 2–5° tilt angle and are slipped to one side by only 7–10°.
This observation suggests that the metallacrowns are ideally
oriented, and that there are strong interactions between the
phenyl groups of the two metallacrowns composing the
compartment. In addition, two phenyl groups of the metalla-
crowns make hydrophobic contacts with the phenyl ring
of the guest. Because both the terephthalate metallacrown
and muconate metallacrown have similar structures, the for-
mation of compartments is not affected by the difference in
steric bulk of the two guests. The fact that muconate is found
within the hydrophobic cavity demonstrates that aromaticity
is not an essential feature for guest recognition as the two
double bonds of this molecule apparently are sufficient to
drive it into the interior of the capsule.

The shorter and longer dicarboxylates that were exam-
ined illustrate the length restriction for guests within the
capsule. Fumarate has the shortest length (3.88 Å) between
the two α-carbon atoms of the dicarboxylates. As shown in
Figure 1, fumarate with a single double bond is still able to
insert within the compartment; however, it is too short to
span the two central Gd ions. This is even true given that
fumarate adopts a monodentate, endo coordination mode
which acts to extend the length of the molecule as com-
pared to the bidentate geometries observed for muconate
and terephthalate.

The fumarate is stabilized within the compartment by
forming a hydrogen bond to a water molecule that is bound
to the GdIII of the second metallacrown. Clearly, the com-
partment with bound fumarate is highly distorted. While
the Gd–Gd distance shortens to 11.2 Å, the orientation of
the two metallacrown rings is greatly perturbed. In particu-
lar, the GdIII of the top metallacrown is shifted over 6 Å
with respect to the GdIII of the bottom metallacrown,
whereas the corresponding orientation for muconate and
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Figure 1. Structure of muconate-MC and terephthalate-MC show
molecular compartments. However, fumarate-MC and 2,6-naph-
thalenedicarboxylate-MC do not form compartments. Guests on
the hydrophilic sites of both metallacrowns of all compartments
were omitted.[23]

Figure 2. Diagram which shows bonding distance and angles be-
tween metallacrown and each guest compound in the crystal struc-
ture.

Table 1. Distances and angles of each guest to metallacrowns.
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terephthalate structures is 2 Å or less. This shift of the
metallacrown centroids cause a marked slippage (33°) and
tilting (26°) of the metallacrown rings as shown in Figure 2.
All of these changes lead to a distorted and opened com-
partment.

While shortening the guest length causes major reorien-
tation of the [Gd(15-MC-5)]2 compartment, inclusion of
naphthalenedicarboxylate as a guest, which has the longest
distance (8 Å) between two α-carbon atoms, completely de-
stroys the compartment structure. The distance between the
two α-carbon atoms of naphthalenedicarboxylate is suf-
ficient to connect the two metallacrowns. However, doing
so prevents the phenyl groups of the hosts from interacting
well with one another by pushing the two metallacrowns
far away. The absence of the π–π interactions between these
rings diminishes the stability of the compartment leading
to a solid with individual naphthalenedicarboxylates bound
to metallacrowns rather than forming compartments using
the hands structure. Figure 1 illustrates that the naph-
thalenedicarboxylate binds to GdIII as an endo,endo-1,3-bi-
dentate chelate; however, another metallacrown is unavail-
able to bind the second carboxylate group. The result is that
the closest Gd–Gd distance is over 15 Å and the metalla-
crown rings are slid almost 11 Å with respect to one an-
other. Interestingly, because the two metallacrowns are no
longer constrained to form a compartment, the tilt angle
between adjacent, noninteracting metallacrowns at 6.2° is
more similar to muconate and terephthalate systems then
the fumarate complex.

Conclusion
A structural analysis of [Gd(15-MC-5)]26+ compartments

demonstrates that there is a narrow cylinder length that will
accommodate a guest. For rigid ligands containing two car-
boxylates the length appears to be ca. 11.5 Å. Significantly
shorter or longer guests perturb the compartment integrity
and, in the case of guests that are too long, will completely
disrupt the compartment from forming. These observations
are useful for designing a second generation of metallac-
rown based compartments that will be able to bind longer
guests with the ultimate objective of carrying out regio- or
stereoselective transformations within the cavity of these
supramolecular complexes. We conclude that longer guests
such as 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate would be better able
to fit into the hydrophobic site using extended aromatic side
chains rather than the -phenylalaninehydroxamic acid to
form metallacrown compartments. In contrast, Gd(NO3)
3[15-MCL-pheHA-5] complex appears perfect for guests such
as muconate or terephthalate.

Experimental Section
All reagents were purchased from Aldrich and used without further
purification. Gd(NO3)3[15-MCL-pheHA-5] was prepared by the
method published in ref.[11]

Reaction of 1 with Gd(NO3)3[15-MCL-pheHA-5]: Gd(NO3)3[15-
MCL-pheHA-5] (30 mg, 0.019 mol) and 1 (9.1 mg, 0.057 mol) reacted
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in water, and enough methanol was added to dissolve all products
that formed yielding a water/methanol mixture of ratio 1:2. The
solution was slowly evaporated to get single crystal for X-ray dif-
fraction.

Reaction of 2 with Gd(NO3)3[15-MCL-pheHA-5]: Gd(NO3)3[15-
MCL-pheHA-5] (30 mg, 0.019 mol) and 2 (12 mg, 0.057 mol) reacted
in water/methanol (1:2). Crystals were grown by slow evaporation.

Reaction of 3 with Gd(NO3)3[15-MCL-pheHA-5]: Gd(NO3)3[15-
MCL-pheHA-5] (30 mg, 0.019 mol) and 3 (8.1 mg, 0.057 mol), which
had been neutralized with 1  NaOH, reacted in water/methanol
(1:2). Crystals were grown by slow evaporation.

Reaction of 4 with Gd(NO3)3[15-MCL-pheHA-5]: Gd(NO3)3[15-
L-pheHA-5] (30 mg, 0.019 mol) and 4 (17 mg, 0.057 mol) reacted in
water/methanol (1:2). Crystals were grown by slow evaporation.

CCDC-635552 to -635554 contain the supplementary crystallo-
graphic data for this paper. These data can be obtained free of
charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.
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